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Research Trajectory



New market opportunities to target segments with diverse 
racial, ethnic, religious, political, ideological, and sexual 

orientations.
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Multicultural Markets
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Dilemmas: whether and how to serve disparate segments
who may require the firm to commit only to their needs
and values
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• Halal Cosmetics Market Worth $52.02 billion by
2025

• Halal Tourism $234 billion in 2021

• Halal food and lifestyle market to reach US$ 3.7
trillion by 2019

Halal Opportunity: some market growth 
indicators 
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“BOYCOTT HALAL call for International support & recognition
that Non-Islamic Nations of the World have a right to protect
their unique identities, uphold their values, but most
importantly preserve their traditional food chain from a stealth
takeover of halal products & services.”





Boycott Halal – Pat Condell
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=4&v=3gYq2DQG1zI


Suzie Lawn I rang Subway's head office earlier.
and asked them if their non-halal outlets were
halal certified. The woman on the phone didn't
know what I was talking about…(BH UK, July 27
2015)

Liz Mullins I am sick and tired of contacting
companies in the UK and asking if they are halal
certified - someone from Cadbury's told me not to
be stupid as they didn't kill the chocolate. (26 Nov.
2013)
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Boycott Halal - UK It means McCain will have

changed a recipe or cleaning or manufacturing

process to become halal compliant. Then they will

have paid big bucks to get the certification…It is the

STEALTH UNECESSARY DECEPTION we are

protesting about Bruce Warburton. If Muslims want

halal certification let them have it and let them pay

for it (8 Nov. 2013)
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“Islam is introducing shariah into our society via halal products

& services… this is a Stealth Jihad in the West and in many

worldwide Non-Islamic countries… These halal compliant

companies, like MORRISONS, have to know that the cost of

Islamification of the West… as well as abandoning all civilized

rules for agriculture & animal husbandry, is the loss of the

business from civilized society…we see this imposition of halal

products & services on Non-Islamic nations as a stealth jihad…

that we will fight against… which is why we BOYCOTT HALAL!”

(BH UK, 3 Feb. 2015)
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Derek Frood Halal is barbaric and should not be continued.
We have moved beyond the attitudes of the middle ages. Even
stunning an animal is quite awful, it cannot be described as
humane. Has anyone actually witnessed the interior of an
abattoir? (BH UK, 27 Nov 2013)
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Sophia But the worse is Halal funding 
feeds mosques. Mosques create islamist. 
Islamist breed ISIS. We pay for the 
terrorists. (BH USA, January 1, 2015)
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Final Remarks:
Actors & Factors Fueling the Anti-halal Movement

• Media’s provocative reports

• Right & far right political discourse

• Inter- and intra-religious conflicts 

• Unprofessional approaches of some halal advocates

• Industry malpractices 

• Lack of government involvement in market regulation

• Opportunistic behaviours of businesses
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